
Om Shanti 
01.08.2019 

           ★【AAJ KA PURUSHARTH】★ 

Shiv Baba says... 
Children, be completely surrendered i.e. what-so-ever you children possess or 
have acquired..., surrender everything (from your intellect) to Baba, the 
Almighty Father. 

A soul who is very much involved in 'me and mine' (mein aur mera) ... that 
soul in particular is neither knowledgedul, nor it can be a yogi and also can 
never be an embodiment of, or a practical example of knowledge (i.e. dharna 
swaroop). 

If any soul is engrossed in the very web of me and mine (i.e. is attached to 
anything materialistic) ... then that soul can never become alike, as the 
Almighty Father Himself. 

Therefore children, renounce this very attachment to me and mine (mein aur 
mera). 

Check oneself even on subtle aspects and keep bringing change within. 
Come into actions as if you are a trustee (as an instrument belonging solely to 
the Almighty GOD) ... as then only you can save oneself from the very 
effects and influences of actions (on your mind and it's inner state). 

If you consider any responsibility in particular of yours, then you will thus 
get engrossed into it ... rather if someone else take the responsibility of that 
very task, then you can easily concentrare on other things by being light and 
at ease within. 

And here, GOD Himself has come and is thus taking charge of you children. 
Then, your responsibility should only be, to be supportive in God's work ... 
and only a knowledgeful ... the one who becomes an embodiment of God's 



remembrance (i.e. a yogi) ... and the soul who becomes a practical example 
of knowledge ... can thus be supportive in such a big task of Almighty God. 

The soul supportive in God's work is the soul who is alike, as the Almighty 
Father Himself. 

The child with 100% firm faith in Baba, can thus get completely surrendered 
and be alike, as Baba Himself. 
Look children, at present, Baba Himself has come to teach you for the benefit 
of you special children only. So, just have faith in Him. 
Look, in devotion (Bhakti) too, it's said that "there might be a bit delay but 
not darkness in God's home (i.e. His decisions) ... and no one can bring any 
harm to the one, on whom God Himself keeps His direct vision." 

And here..., God Himself has become yours' own ... so, can a Father ever see 
something unbeneficial happening to His worthy children...? No, never..., 
isn't it...! 

So, have firm faith on the Almighty Father and also by understanding His 
divine knowledge very deeply with it's intricacies..., thereby keep a thorough 
check on oneself and then make changes within, accordingly. 

At present, Baba's full support is with you children. 
Then be light, be happy within ... and with full zeal and enthusiasm, by being 
in Baba's divine company, thus reach your final destination. 

The child who at this very moment have firm faith on the Almighty Father 
and is proceeding on this path by surrendering oneself completely towards 
Baba (from his intellect) ... then all his work will get complete well before 
time and will be very beneficial too. 

And the child with a bit doubt inside, i.e. who doesn't have firm faith on the 
Almighty Father and His directions (i.e. is not having ek bal, ek bharosa - 
belief in the power of the One...), then it's impossible for the concerned to 
reach the desired destination well on time. 
Achchha. OM SHANTI. 



__________________________________ 

*IMPORTANT POINT* 

*A soul who is very much involved in 'me and mine' (mein aur mera) ... that 
soul in particular is neither knowledgedul, nor it can be a yogi and also can 
never be an embodiment of, or a practical example of knowledge (i.e. dharna 
swaroop).* 
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           ★【AAJ KA PURUSHARTH】★ 

Shiv Baba says… 
Look children, now that time has come, when because of thoughts of few of 
you children, a systematic transformation of the old world and establishment 
of the new world will take place, i.e. all souls … whether they are on the 
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spiritual path (alokik) or in the materialistic world (lokik)…, all will get set in 
their own religions in the kalpa vriksh (the tree of humanity), numberwise … 
and will then come in satyuga, the new world, accordingly. 

Therefore, at this time ... I, your Father, is guiding you children to create and 
run your thoughts in the right direction, so that you can accomplish your task 
successfully … that means, by becoming abundant and complete in all 
aspects, thus accomplish your task successfully without any hurdles between. 

Baba knows each and every thought of you children … and He also knows 
that only a soul without any bondages within (i.e. jeevan-mukt) can do the 
welfare of all souls, that means, till the time, you don’t come out of all your 
problems related to body, mind, wealth, relations, contacts and all other 
types..., i.e., till the time, you become 100% liberated (without any bindings 
within) and become complete, that means, till you become absolutely free 
from all the desires ... that means, only a soul that is 100% content within, 
can thus become an instrument for the welfare of all the souls… 

And along with that … only a knowledgeable, intelligent soul can accomplish 
its task systematically and strategically i.e. tactfully. 

Because this is not at any a small task going on … all souls have to be given 
the inheritance of liberation and liberation-in-life and that too numberwise. 

Child, now just have firm faith on each and every word of the Almighty 
Father. 

At this time, you don't give attention to the mind and intellect that works 
according to this impure world and is engrossed into it … rather, keep 100% 
faith in what the Almighty God Father says ... i.e. have faith on the directions 
He gives … and keep moving ahead with happiness, that means, with full 
zeal and enthusiasm within. 

Till the date, you children have only done renunciation and deep internal 
efforts for self upliftment (tyaag aur tapasya) … now, your Baba, after 
making you get stabilized on your seat (of elevated consciousness), will not 



let any kind of problem confront you, be it related to body, mind, wealth, 
relations, contacts ... because there is only bliss-n-bliss i.e. deep eternal bliss 
ahead…. 

These problems which you are experiencing at present, are nothing. Just that, 
they are making you more experienced within … and along with that, the 
directions that the Almighty Father is giving you at this time, keep them 
safely in your coffers-like intellect, so that you can use them successfully in 
the future times to come. 

Achchha. 
OM SHANTI. 

__________________________________ 

*IMPORTANT POINT* 

*Only a soul without any bondages within (i.e. jeevan-mukt) can do the 
welfare of all souls, that means, till the time, you don’t come out of all your 
problems related to body, mind, wealth, relations, contacts and all other 
types..., i.e., till the time, you become 100% liberated (without any bindings 
within) and become complete ... that means, till you become absolutely free 
from all the desires, that means, only a soul that is 100% content within, can 
thus become an instrument for the welfare of all the souls…* 
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           ★【AAJ KA PURUSHARTH】★ 

Shiv Baba says… 
Children, visualize and experience that everything is transparent light, 
whether it is within the body or outside … 

Transparent means, revelation of anything or anyone, in whatever form it is. 

Everything should be apparent in its original form - you and the five elements 
too … and also all the mysteries of this drama (world-cycle). 

As and when this practice of yours becomes natural, everything will get 
revealed automatically in front of you. 

In order to bring forth the reality of anything, it is at first bestowed with 
love ... and then with power and thereafter, it's zeal and enthusiasm is 
boosted..., that is when, it gets ready to come in its original form; which 
means, it gets ready to be revealed in front of everyone … and by now, 
everything in this world had forgotten its reality since 2500 years, for which 
the Almighty Father God Shiva has come and preached the Godly knowledge 
... and thereafter, accomplished the entire task through you children … and 
now the time has come when the reality should get exposed. 

By keeping faith, just stay relieved because your thoughts will only create the 
impact. 
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You are the creator ... everything is in-built within you (i.e. you already 
possess the powers, etc., within you) … because you souls are the most 
shiniest of all, which means, YOU ARE THE NUMBERONE SOULS. 
Just that, you have forgotten to use your virtues and powers (the ones' already 
inherent in you). 

Now, as and when you will re-gain the remembrance (of your originality), 
which means, the moment you will become an embodiment of remembrance 
of your elevated consciousness..., all your virtues and powers will emerge 
within you. 
And then, there will be no one like you in the world. 

Look, I am the incorporeal God, the Almighty, who cannot be seen or 
identified by everyone ... however, you will become the master God, the one 
who will conduct the task of world-benevolence, who will be the one (i.e. 
alike God), in actual ... the reliever of sorrows and the bestower of happiness 
(sukh karta - dukh harta). 

Then tell..., if yours' praise (jay-jaykaar) wouldn't be there, then who's else 
would be…? Just with a little detachment of yours, through your mind and 
intellect, your attainments will gain abundance … 

Achchha. 
OM SHANTI. 

__________________________________ 

*IMPORTANT POINT* 

*In order to bring forth the reality of anything, it is at first bestowed with love 
... and then with power and thereafter, it's zeal and enthusiasm is boosted..., 
that is when, it gets ready to come in its original form; which means, it gets 
ready to be revealed in front of everyone …* 
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           ★【AAJ KA PURUSHARTH】★ 

Shiv Baba says… 
Children, while living admist this impure, tamopradhan world ... the task of 
making oneself pure and divine (satopradhan) is going on ... and this task is 
reaching its destination with great speed. 

The time which is going on at present, is the one where, even to talk about 
the values which are alike the powers within, seems in vain..., even the 
virtues are very superficial and are only in words, i.e. those are only left to 
merely show-off, that means, there are hardly any virtues left and only 
devilish power is prevalent everywhere…! 

In such an environment you are becoming capable of embodying these values 
which are also one's inner powers ... that means, as much is the speed of 
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downfall of those in this materialistic world..., on the contrary, your speed of 
ascent is many times more than that. 

Because of which, the opposition posed by impurities (you are surrounded 
with) 
towards you children is going on increasing ... that means, it's attacking on 
you children in multiple ways, both on materialistic and on subtle aspects ... 
but it's impossible to gain victory over God’s children… 

Child, you just keep attention over yourself. If any weak thought comes then 
push it aside your way, within a seconds time. 
Don’t keep any thought of weakness with you ... that means, dont think that - 
I have still not become 100% content or alike, as the Almighty Father…! 

You just have to keep attention over yourself again and again ... that means, 
whatever thoughts the Father is giving.., you have to pay attention towards it. 

And the thoughts of impurity, which are confronting you from outside i.e. are 
approaching you in various ways … just keep pushing them aside … that 
means, with a single thought that - this is nothing (kuch bhi nahi hain)..., you 
just have to move ahead. 

You are moving ahead with good speed and are very near to your complete 
stage. Just keep faith on the Almighty God Father. 

The children with whom God Father, Himself is there..., even the whole 
creation (the whole universe, the cosmos) can not dare to stop their 
victory…! 

Achchha. 
OM SHANTI. 

__________________________________ 



*IMPORTANT POINT* 

*The time which is going on at present, is where, even to talk about the 
values which are alike the powers within, seems in vain, even the virtues are 
very superficial and are only in words, i.e. those are only left to merely show-
off, that means, there are hardly any virtues left and only devilish power is 
prevalent everywhere…!* 
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           ★【AAJ KA PURUSHARTH】★ 

Shiv Baba says… 
Children, afterall till when will Baba hold the speed of impurity 
(tamopradhanta)...? 
When will you become ready…? 
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Children, now you just become detach from within, that means, whether you 
have any small or big, any type of problem, do cross it considering it to be an 
attack of Maya (illusion). 

Look, you children are in the battlefield and till the date you will become 
completely victorious, uptill then, Maya and Prakruti (nature) together, will 
keep attacking you children (i.e. will come your way creating obstacles for 
you). 

But, even if you children have any kind of problems related to the body, or 
the thoughts of your own weakness gets created within your mind, if financial 
instability is there, or from relations, contacts or from any other soul, any 
kind of problem is posed, or even if any circumstance arises from any of 
these..., then just think that “this is nothing (kuch bhi nahi hain)” and become 
stable immediately. 

Look children, you are living in this body made of five elements and are also 
admidst the atmosphere of impurity..., so you will see, hear and experience 
the things confronting you in a similar way or form as they are approching 
towards you ... but as you create the thought that “this is nothing…” - then 
the situation will become light… 

Otherwise too, what is there in this world…? 
It's all slushy instead. 
Just, from the mind, keep doing the practice of becoming detached from 
this… 

Look, all your responsibility is of the Almighty Father … but only when you 
get surrendered towards the Father …  inspite of creating any kind of 
thoughts from your own. 

Just that, in any situation, inspite of using your mind and intellect, rather 
make your mind and intellect work according to the Almighty Father's 
directions..., then the victory of you children is certain… 



Children, at this time your mind and intellect frequently gets affected by 
Maya (the vices) and Prakruti too. 

So, as soon as you become conscious, that means, while staying aware, keep 
giving attention towards your mind and intellect to work as per the Almighty 
Father's directions. 

"The one who does, thus becomes and achieves what is desired..." that 
means, at this time Baba is only teaching the knowledge to make you the 
victorious jewels. 

The children who are the victorious jewels are the only ones' who understand 
the knowledge being taught by the God Father properly and accurately ...and 
thus use their body, mind, wealth, relations, contacts and also the thoughts, 
words and deeds as per the Father’s directions … that means, only the 
children who are victorious jewels can understand the intricacies of Godly 
knowledge and by becoming 100% determined in their intellect thus can 
make oneself get 100% surrendered (towards God) as well. 

Achchha. 
OM SHANTI. 

__________________________________ 

*IMPORTANT POINT* 

*You are living in this body made of five elements and are also admidst the 
atmosphere of impurity..., so you will see, hear and experience the things 
confronting you in a similar way or form as they are approching towards 
you ... but as you create the thought that “this is nothing…” - then the 
situation will become light…* 
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              ★【AAJ KA PURUSHARTH】★ 

Shiv Baba says... 
Children, you are just about to become the bestower of blessings (Vardaani 
murat), that means, your each thought and word are about to get materialized 
i.e. will soon become a reality ... but, before that you have to become 
completely knowledgeful ... i.e., you must have this very understanding, that 
deep within you, in even the subtle aspects, there should be the feeling of 
giving love and co-operation to each soul, so that they can clear their 
respective karmic accounts easily and thus reach their final destination. 

You mustn't, very instantly should impose any kind of stamps on any soul, 
according to their present karma(s) ... i.e., he is mad, he can never become 
correct, he is the deceiver (a cheater) or he is vicious (vikaari). 

These kind of thoughts shouldn't be created within you for any kind of soul, 
reason being ... this present time, say it, the time where karmic accounts are 
being settled or the climax period ... due to this, souls are playing varying 
roles. Although, they aren't like this internally...! 
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Look, the story of your karmas was also very much clear in front of the 
Almighty Father too..., still He recognized you souls too and thus started 
bestowing you children with His teachings. 
Because the Father was very well known to the fact that children are under 
the impact of time and atmosphere. 
And along with, they have to become an experienced soul in all aspects. So, 
considering this very reason Baba have choosen you and have made you His 
own. 
Look children, the Supreme Father is trikaldarshi i.e. He knew all the three 
aspects of time. Baba knew everything but along with, within Baba i.e. 
whenever the Almighty Father looks upon any soul (in particular or in 
general), then naturally the feeling of mercy and love gets emerged within 
Him for that child. This is the very reason, Baba's sight never looks upon His 
child's any kind of karma ... instead, the feeling of all good, auspicious and 
benevolence gets revealed through Baba, for that soul ... which thus becomes 
a reason, an instrument for that child's inner upliftment and progress on this 
spiritual path. 

Similarly, even while having a know-how about the wrong deeds of any soul, 
still you children must have the feeling of mercy and benevolence towards 
that soul and then only, you must see their roles, their karmas ... because, it's 
the first thought which leaves an impact altogether. 

That is why, the God Father is teaching you the knowledge of transforming 
your natural nature ... and maya (the vices) and the prakruti too, although in 
an indirect way, but have become cooperative with the Father..., due to 
which, you are becoming much strong  and powerful within. 

Children, just be completely powerful at this time and consider this task as 
easy, from your thoughts i.e., just consider oneself as being seated on your 
very seat of elevated consciousness. Then the very task (of world 
transformation) will get complete altogether. 

Achchha 
OM SHANTI. 



____________________________________ 

**IMPORTANT POINT* 

*You mustn't, very instantly should impose any kind of stamps on any soul, 
according to their present karma(s) ... i.e., he is mad, he can never become 
correct, he is the deceiver (a cheater) or he is vicious (vikaari). You must have 
this very understanding, that deep within you, in even the subtle aspects, 
there should be the feeling of giving love and co-operation to each soul, so 
that they can clear their respective karmic accounts easily and thus reach their 
final destination...* 
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Om Shanti 
09.08.2019 

           ★【AAJ KA PURUSHARTH】★ 

Shiv Baba says… 
Children, everything is good … whatever is happening, all is good… welfare 
of all must happen - children who have these thoughts, only they can become 
self benefactor and thereby the world benefactor. 

Good feelings, good wishes … and to have positive thoughts for each and 
every soul in every situation is very essential. 

But along with that, its very essential to have thorough knowledge of the 
drama (the world cycle), that means, being lawful along with being loveful. 

The way, the Almighty Father is playing His respective role at this time, that 
means, in order to make the children alike, the Almighty God Father … it's 
very essential for the Father to be loveful as well as to be lawful at times, 
because the souls are weak within i.e. numberwise. 

At this time, its highly essential to have stability along with due 
understanding too, because this is completely an impure world and impure 
souls … so, while living admidst them, with one’s good understanding only 
… that means, how to adjust with each and every soul, only with this mere 
understanding can you always remain stable within. 

Look children, the spiritual knowledge being taught by the Supreme Father as 
teacher, is now complete, that means, the role of the teacher is over. But 
before the Father gives His seat (of the Almighty Authority) to His children 
i.e. after finishing the role of the Father and before making you alike, as Him 
… He is giving you the understanding at intricate levels, so that you can take 
care of your responsibility properly. 



Look children, Baba will be with you till the end (of this world cycle) and in 
the end by being the Satguru (the Supreme Guide) ... along with His master 
Satguru children, will thus do the welfare of the whole world and then will 
return to home (the Shantidham, Soul World). 

Achchha. 
OM SHANTI. 

__________________________________ 

*IMPORTANT POINT* 

*Its highly essential to have stability along with due understanding  too, 
because this is completely an impure world and impure souls … so, while 
living admidst them, with one’s good understanding only … that means, how 
to adjust with each and every soul, only with this mere understanding can you 
always remain stable within...* 
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